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RESULTS OF THE 1988 LITTLETON WARRANT
ARTICLE 1. To choose one Selectmen for the term of three years,
one Park Cotmissioner for a three year term, a Town Treasurer for
a one year term, three members of the Board of Trustees of the Public
Library for three year terms, one Trustee of Trust Funds for a three
year term, one Supervisor of the Checklist for a six year term, and
one Moderator for a two year term. (Ballot vote)
The following Town Officers were elected:
Selectmen - Earl Ellingwood
Treasurer - Lillian Sylvestre
Park Catimissioner - James A. Lindorff
Trustee of Trust Funds - David M. Sundman
Library Trustees - Gail E. Babin, KatJriryn Colony, David Govatski
Moderator - Gerald H. Winn
Supervisor of Checklist - Richard L. Hill
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1
as proposed by the Planning bpard for the Town Ordinance as follows:
To delete Article II, Section 2:01 through 2:38 and replace
section 2:01 with "Interpretation of Certain Terms and Words"
and section 2:02 with "Definitions, 1 through 178."
This article passed 540 yes to 300 no.
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To clearly define by reference to specific properties the existing
boundary between the Rural and R-II Zones along Partridge Lake
Road around Partridge Lake to the Lyman town line.
ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To restructure the Table of Use Regulations, Section 4:02 in
the R-I and R-II zones and to amend the Rural and C-I, C-II,
C-III, and C-IV zones in terms of the allowed uses by right
and those uses allowed by special exception.
This article was passed 573 yes to 303 no.
ARTICLE 5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article VI, Special Provisions, to include a new Section
6:04 to read: "Accessory Uses shall be setback no less than
10 feet fron the side or rear property lines."
This article was passed 552 yes to 315 no.
ARTICLE 6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article VI, Special Provisions, to include a new Section
6:04.01 to read as follows: "Accessory buildings on comer
lots shall conform with front yard setbacks for both intersecting
streets .
"
This article was passed 556 yes to 313 no.
ARTICLE 7. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
6 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
To amend Article VI, Special Provisions, by adding Section 6:05
and subsections stating Off-Street Parking provisions. These
sections establish the minimum size and number of required parking
spaces for ccnmercial, residential and industrial purposes.
This article passed 576 yes to 293 no.
ARTICLE 8. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article VI, Special Provisions, by adding Section 6:06
which establishes Manufactured Housing Park standards.
This article passed 574 yes to 278 no.
ARTICLE 9. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To add section 9.03.08, to Article CI, Sign Regulations to read:
No sign, portable or otherwise, is to be placed within the public
right-of-way or located to conflict with the vision clearance
requirements as found in Article II.
This article was defeated 419 yes to 507 no.
ARTICLE 10. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To delete the present sign regulations as found in Article IX,
Section 9:01 through 9:11 and establish new sections 9:01 through
9:08 (excluding 9.03.08) dealing with the purpose, definitions,
general sign regulations in terms of size, location and zoning
district, temporary signs and signs exempt fron pennits.
This article was defeated 380 yes to 522 no.
ARTICLE 11. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 10
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To rewrite existing portions of Sections 10:01C and 10:01D which
deal with apartment buildings and other types of multi-family
residential developments. In addition to rewording the sections
generally, this article increases the minimum lot size for multi-
family development fron 25,000 to 30,000 square feet. Minimum
lot density is also increased frcm 3,000 to 4,000 square feet
per dwelling. The section also allows a maximum of twelve attached
units per structure and requires a minimum distance of at least
30 feet between structures.
This article passed 561 yes to 325 no.
ARTICLE 12. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 11
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To create a new Section 10:03, under Article X, dealing with
proposed Planned Unit Development Regulations.
The objectives of a Planned Unit Development are to encourage
flexibility in design for large scale development by permitting
mixed housing types, which may include multi-family dwellings,
and mixed land uses; to provide for shopping centers; to allow
for a more economic provision of street and utility networks;
and to encourage preservation and recreational use of open space
in harmor^ with the natural terrain, scenic qualities, and
outstanding land features.
This article passed 548 yes to 324 no.
.
ARTICLE 13. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No 12
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article XII, Section 12:02.3 to extend application
review time from 20 to 30 days as provided by state law, and
to allow additional review time if circaimstances warrant.
This article was passed 576 yes to 281 no.
ARTICLE 14. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 13
as proposed by the Planning Board as follows:
To delete Section 12:04 of Article XII which is already provided
for under Article XV. This article deals with fine provisions,
which has been superseded by vote of the 1987 town meeting.
This article was passed 520 yes to 318 no.
ARTICLE 15. Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment
to the Town of Littleton Zoning Ordinance to permit certain parcels
of land within the Town of Littleton (hereinafter specified) a^ned
by D.B. Necmi Khedker, Hilltop Road, Littleton, New Hampshire, currently
zoned as R-I and R-II usage to be changed to Catimercial usage to
permit the development of a health spa, hotel, golf course and cluster
housing.
The parcels are located on Hilltop Road and Route 18, and are identified
as Map 240 Lot 21, Map 241 Lot 5, Map 239 Lot 17, Map 239 Lot 24,
Map 240 Lot 22, and Map 241 Lot 4. (By petition. Planning Board
opposes .
)
This article was defeated 298 yes to 619 no.
ARTICLE 16. Are you in favor of adopting a new Floodplain Developitient
ordinance replacing the existing ordinance including definitions,
building permit application, flood elevation information, and flood
proofing for construction in the floodplain to ensure continued avail- -
ability of the Federal Flood Insurance Progarm in the Town of Littleton.
This article was passed 649 yes to 222 no.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $4,260,000
for construction of a secondary treatment plant and related costs.
This amoimt will be raised by the issuance of municipal serial notes
and/or bonds under and in compliance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act, with $4,047,000 reiinbursed by the State of
New Hampshire. This article further authorizes the Selectmen to
issue and negotiate such notes and/or bonds and to determine the
rate of interest thereon, and to take such other action as may be
necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery
of such notes and/or bonds as shall be in the best interest of the
Town (2/3 Ballot vote required).
The motion was made by Town Manager Tern Landry and seconded
by Selectman Bulls to appropriate $4,260,000 for construction of
a secondary treatment plant and related costs. After discussion,
the polls were open for one hour to vote by secret ballot. A 2/3
ballot vote is required to pass. A total of 340 votes were cast.
The results were 284 yes and 56 no. The article was passed by
the necessary 2/3 ballot vote.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate such
sums of money as may be necessary to satisfy the purposes specified
in the budget as posted.
The motion was made by Town Manager Tcm landiy and seconded
by Selectnan Joseph Wiggett. The Town Manager went through the
Budget page by page. An amendment was made by Caroline Gale and
seconded by Carlton Schaller, Jr. The amendment: "I move that the
1988 proposed budget appropriation for White Mountain Mental Health
be returned to $6,500.00 and that the line item be removed fron
Contributions and placed under the category of Welfare." After
discussion, the amendment was voted in the affirmative. Then Article
18, with the amendment, was voted on. The article was approved,
as amended, by voice vote. The total budget of $2,332,045.00 was
approved by voice vote.
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ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $265,000
for construction and related costs of a fire station. Of this amount,
$140,000 will be withdrawn frcan the 1972 Capital Reserve fund established
for town buildings.
The motion was made by Fire Chief Steve LaDuke that the town
vote to appropriate $265,000 for construction of a fire station.
The town already has a site for this, being the former Beaton property.
After discussion, the article was approved by voice vote.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $100,000
to the reserve fund established by the 1986 town meeting for closure
of the municipal landfill.
The motion was made by Selectmen Wiggett, and seconded by Selectmen
Bulls to appropriate $100,000 to the reserve fund established by
the 1986 town meeting for closure of the municipal landfill. 'Article
was approved by voice vote.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to establish a capital
reserve fund for the purchase of highway department equipment, and
to appropriate $30,000 to that fund, and name the Board of Selectmen
as the agents of that fund as required by RSA 35:15.
The motion was made by Selectmen David Harris, and seconded
by Selectman Bulls to appropriate $30,000 for the purchase of Highway
Department equipment. This was approved by voice vote.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $3,420.00
above and beyond monies already raised for the Chamber of Cotimerce,
for the purpose of maintaining the Information Booth (including costs
of wages and electricity) for the period May 28th through October
16th (by petition)
.
The motion was made by Jere Eames, and seconded by Selectman
Harris to pass article as stated. The article was approved by voice
vote.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $20,000
for the purpose of repairing the Remich Park Pool (By petition)
.
The motion was made by Pierre Lafitte, and seconded by George
Santy to appropriate $20,000 for the purpose fo repairing the Remich
Park Pool. The article was approved by voice vote.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sell a parcel of land known as the Pest House Property (Map 251,
Lot 22) , and further provide that the funds received frcm such sale,
plus interest, will be used for capital r^airs and improvements
to Park and Recreational facilities, as determined by the Park Conmiss-
ioners (By petition)
.
The motion was made by Pierre Lafitte and seconded by George
Santy. An amendment by Joseph Wiggett was defeated, and also one
by Pierre Lafitte was defeated. After much discussion, the vote
was not to sell the property. The article was defeated by voice
vote - no.
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ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue pursuant
to RSA 231:43 the following Town Roads: Cross Road, Old Route 18
(enccmpassed by the Wagner property at Map 243 Lot 21, and Wild West
Farm Road (enccmpassed by the Wilbur Willey Property Map 215 Lot 1)
.
The motion was made by Henry Sherburne and seconded by Ronald
Marsh. Article was defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to sell a portion of the land (approximately 1,200 square
feet) known as McBean Circle to an abutter. The portion to be sold
is not needed for road purposes, and would be transferred upon such
terms and conditions as the Board deems appropriate.
A motion by the Selectmen to deal with this article was approved
by voice vote.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow monies ,frem time to time, for current indebtedness of the
Town for the ensuing year, in anticipation of taxes to be collected
for the year 1988 and to be paid therefron.
The motion was made by Selectman Buiis, and seconded by Selectman
Wiggett. Article approved by voice vote.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without furtJier action
by The Town Meeting, money froti the State, Federal or other govern-
mental lonit, or a private source or bequest which becomes available
during the fiscal year in accordance with the procedure set forth
in RSA 31:95-b.
Motion by Selectman Bulis, seconded by Selectman Wiggett. Article
approve by voice vote.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sell and convey real estate acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's
Eteed, and to further authorize the Selectmen to sell any other personal
property owned by the Town which is no longer used for municipal
purposes. In every instance, sale shall be by public auction, or
advertised sealed bids.
Motion by Selectman Bulis, seconded by Selectman Wiggett. Article
approved by voice vote.
ARTICLE 30. To transact any other business that may legally cone
before the meeting.
Passed
The meeting was adjourned at 11:20 pn.
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LITELE!PON VCVRRANT
The State of New Hanqpshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Littleton in said State qualified
to vote in Town and State affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall on the fourteenth
day of March, 1989, being the second Tuesday of March, at eight o'clock
in the forenoon (the polls are to open at 8:00 a.m. and may not close
prior to 7:00 p.m.; business meeting to be held at the High School
Auditorium at 7:00), to act upon the following:
ARTICLE 1. To choose one Selectmen for the term of three years,
one Town Clerk for the term of three years, one Park Carmissioner
for a three year term, a Town Treasurer for a one year term, three
members of the Board of Trustees of the Public Library, and one Trustee
of Trust Funds for a three year terms. (Ballot vote) •
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 1
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article II, Section 2.01 to define the terms "Family
Day-Care Home", "Lot coverage", and "Parking Lot", to amend
the definition for terms "Parking Space" and "Structure" and
to replace the definition for "Non-Confoaning use and building"
and replace it with separate definitions for "Non-Conforming
building, lot or structure" and "Non-Conforming use of land."
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 2
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend the Zoning Ordinance by establishing R-III and R-Ia
zoning districts, providing a mechanism for addressing lots
in multiple districts affecting the R-III and R-Ia zoning districts,
defining the district boundaries of the R-III and R-Ia zoning
districts, establishing a purpose for these districts, prescribing
allowed used and uses allowed by special exception for these
districts and providing lot requirements for the R-III and R-Ia
zoning districts; thereby amending Article III, Section 3.01,
3.02 and 3.04, Article IV, Section 4.02 and Article V, Section
5.01, respectively. ^
ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 3
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To clearly define under Article III by reference to specific
properties the existing boundary of the Rural line and changing
to an R-I zone the northern portions of Rock Strain Drive, Tuck
Lane and Heather Lane.
ARTICLE 5 1 Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 4
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
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To amend Article IV, Table of Use Regulations, establishing
purpose clauses the R-I, R-II and Rural Zoning Districts.
ARTICLE 6. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 5
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article IV, Table of Use Regulations, be deleting the
term "condoninium" as a use allowed by special exception in
the R-II and Rural zones since this is considered a form of
ownership as opposed to a type of housing.
ARTICLE 7. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 6
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article IV, Table of Use Regulations by adding to the
Rural zoning district by special exception the term "general
service garage" and to the commercial zoning districts the term
"motel/hotel.
"
ARTICLE 8. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 7
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article V, Section 5.02, Buffer Strips to include the
following: "In the ccnmercial districts and the R-III zone,
any cormercial activity adjoining residential property shall
be screened or buffered if requested by the Planning Board."
ARTICLE 9. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 8
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article V, adding Section 5.06, "On-Sire Sewage Disposal
Systems Adjoining Water Bodies" establishing that new septic
leach fields in excessively drained soils be 125 feet fron the
shoreline and that replaconent systens not the same size or
location receive State Water Supply and Pollution Control approval,
ARTICLE 10. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 9
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article VI, Section 6.01, fence regulations controlling
the maximum height of a fence in residential, conmercial or
industrial districts and when a permit is required or a public
hearing required.
ARTICLE 11. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 10
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article VI, Section 6.04.01, Accessory Use Setbacks,
by providing for "accessory uses or structures not placed on
a permanent foundation on a non-conforming lot or in a mobile
home park may be placed within 5 feet of a side or rear property
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line and within 5 feet of another structure. This modification
to the normal setback for structures on non-permanent foundations
shall not apply to comer lots.
ARTICLE 12. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 11
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article VI, Section 6.05.01, Off-Street Parking, providing
parking standards for professional office, business services
and medical clinics requiring "one space for every 250 square
feet of floor area or one space for each anployer/employee and
one space for each 1,000 square feet of floor area (whichever
is greater)
.
ARTICLE 13. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 12
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article IX, Section 9.04, Tetporary Signs, to increase
the number of days allowed for temporary signs fron 21 to 45 days.
ARTICLE 14. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 13
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article IX, Section 9.07, Signs in Rural or Residential
Districts, by adding the following:
"In the R-III zone one free standing sign shall be allowed
up to 50 square feet in size or 10 square feet per business
or tenant whichever is greater. This does not preclude each
office or business from displaying on the building one sign
up to two square feet in size."
ARTICLE 15. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 14
as propsDsd by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
To amend Article IX, Section 9.08.01, Signs in Conmercial or
Industrial Districts, to be replace by deleting the total number
of signs allowed and to provide for special exception provisions
to read as follows: '
"In caimercial or industrial districts, signage shall be allowed
for each business provided that the total conbined area of all
exposed sign surfaces shall not exceed lOO square feet. Should
the size limitation prove inadequate due to the sign location
exceeding the minijnum building setback requirements or if the
business fronts on more than one street, a special exception
may be granted by the Board of adjustment."
ARTICLE 16. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 15
as. proposed by'the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
To amend Article X, Section 10.01.02, General Requirements for
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Multi-family Developments, by replacing the term "developnents"
with "dwellings" and to allow multi-family dwellings with on-site
sewer and water systans when approved by the State Water Supply
and Pollution Control Division.
ARTICLE 17. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 16
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
To amend Article X, Section 10.01.04, Residential Conversions,
to include the following:
"However, if the proposed property is on a lot of less than
30,000 square feet no more than four units shall be allowed.
In no case shall the density be less than 4,000 square feet
per unit."
ARTICLE 18 . Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No- 17
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
To amend Article XII, Section 12.02, Administration Procedure,
by adding that a building permit is not only null and void if
a project is not canmenced within one year but also when "work
is not completed within two years .
"
ARTICLE 19. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment No. 18
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
To amend Article XII, Section 12.03, by providing appeals and
the authority of the Zoning Board of Adjustment as required
by state law.
ARTICLE 20. Are you in favor of repealing all sign regulations
in the Littleton Zoning Ordinance within the Town of Littleton.
(By petition. Planning Board opposes)
ARTICLE 21. Are you in favor of amending the Town of Littleton
Zoning Ordinance to permit certain parcels of land within the Town
of Littleton owned by Eva Dobson off Cottage Street and Bethlehem
Road which includes lots 7 and 8 on Map 113 to be rezoned fran R-I
to C -I to be used for professional office space. This petition
will becone null and void if the proposed R-III zoning district
is approved for this area. (By petition. Planning Board opposes)
ARTICLE 22. Are you in favor of amending the Town of Littleton
Zoning Ordinance to permit certain parcels of land within the Town
of Littleton owned by the Littleton Hospital Association off Cottage
Street and Mount Eustis Road which includes lots 26, 27, 28 and 30
on Map 113 to be rezoned fran R-I to C-I to be used for buildings
parking areas that are compatible with the hospital needs. This petition
will becone null and void if the proposed R-III zoning district is
approved for this area. (By petition. Planning Board opposes)
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ARTICLE 23. "Shall we adopt t±ie provisions of RSA 80:58-86
for a real estate tax lien procedure? These statutes provide that
tax sales to private individuals for nonpayment of property taxes
on real estate are replaced with a real estate tax lien procedure
under which only a municipality or county where the property is located
or the state may acquire a tax lien against land and buildings for
unpaid taxes .
"
Articles 24 through 37 will not appear on the official ballot, but
will be discussed and decided at the business portion of the meeting
Tuesday night.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate such
sums of money as may be necessary to satisfy the purposes specified
in the budget as posted.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $100,000
to the reserve fund established by the 1986 town meeting for closure
of the municipal landfill.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $30,000
to the reserve fund established by the 1988 town meeting for the
purchase of highway equipment.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $60,000
to the reserve fund established by the 1987 town meeting for the
purchase of a fire truck.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $35,000
for the purpose of town hall renovations. The renovations are to
enhance areas in the building for use by the Police Department.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $55,500
for the purpose of conpleting the final design and seeking permits
for a proposed regional landfill located on Town owned land on the
back side of Mt. Eustis.
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $30,000
(thirty thousand dollars) for the purpose of purchasing and installing
playground equipment for Remich Park. Said sian is to be repaired
to the Town over the next three years from donations to be raised
fron Comiunity service. (By Petition)
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $5,000.00
above and beyond monies already raised for the Chamber of Ccmnerce,
for the purpose of maintaining the Information Booth (including costs
of wages and electricity) for the period May 28th through October 16th.
(By Petition)
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to amend the site
plan authority granted to the Planning Board by further authorizing,
as prescribed by RSA 674:43, the review of non-residential uses involving
the expansion qj: change of use.
ARTICIE 33. To see if the Town will vote to establish from this
point forward, that the ccmpensation for the services of the Town
Clerk shall be in the form of salary only. Presently the cotipensation
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is a (xmbination of salary and fees. The aitount of the salary shall
be determined by assignment of the Tcwn Clerk to a pay grade in the
Town Classification Plan as all other Tcwn employees are placed.
All fees collected by the Tcwn Clerk's office shall be turned over
to the general fiond.
ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow monies, fron time to time, for current indebtedness of
the Tcwn for the ensuing year, in anticipation of taxes to be collected
for the year 1989 and to be paid therefrom.
ARTICLE 35. To see if the Tcwn will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without further action
by the Town Meeting, money fron the State, Federal or other governmental
unit, or a private source or bequest v^ich becomes available during
the fiscal year in accordance with the procedure set forth in RSA
31:95-b.
ARTICLE 36. To see if the Tcwn will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sell and convey real estate acquired by the Tcwn by Tax Collector's
Deed, and to further authorize the Selectmen to sell any other personal
property cwned by the Town which is no longer used for municipal
purposes. In every instance, sale shall be by public auction, or
advertised sealed bids.
ARTICLE 37. To transact any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
^3 r»:r^-^ ' "n^^^^^ ^
David E. Harris, Chairman
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Tax Collector's Report
Suinmary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1988 - (June 30, 1989)
(1)
City/Tov/n of ; Littleton
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning
of Fiscal Year: (1)
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change Tax—
Yield Taxes •.
Sewer Rents




Land Use Change Tax





































TOTMi Dirorrs 5,172,667.03 426,106.51
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Tax Collector's Report ij)
Summary of Tax Accounts




















































Tax Collector's Report (3)
Sijmmary of Tax Sale/Tax Lien Accoijnts





..Tax Sale/Lien on Accoimt of Levies of..
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
1987 1986 Prior
Beginning of Fiscal Year: 62,589.45 29,636.63
Taxes Sold/Executed to Tovm
EXiring Fiscal Year: 5,408.81 0.00 0.00
SiJbsequent Taxes Paid: 0.00 0.00 0.00
Interest Collected After ,
, Sale/Lien Execution: 139.88 6,406.43 14,668.70
Redenption Cost: 72.00 242.96 285.05
TOTM. DIBITS 5,620.69 69,238.84 44,590.38
Remittance to Treasurer CR.
During Fiscal Year:
Redemptions
Interest & Cost After Sale
Abatements During Year
Deeded to Town During Year













Tax Collector's Report (4)
Simroary of Tax Sale Accounts to Other Purchasers
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1988 - (June 30, 1989)
City/Town of : Littleton
DR.
Levies of Tax Sale Accounts to Others
1987 1986 Prior
Balance of Unredeeined Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year: 19,317.03 5,475.82
Taxes Sold to Others
During Fiscal Year: 110,799.10 0.00 0.00
Subsequent Taxes Paid: 32,172.01 0.00 0.00
Interest Collected After
Tax Sale 3,295.82 2,760.39 2,035.38
Redenption Cost: 1,161.30 181.25 0.00




































TOTAL TAX RATE-$24.74 PER $1000 OF VALUATION
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01 Town Officers Salaries
111 Selectmen 5,200 5,200 5,200
112 Clerk 5,000 5,000 5,000
113 Treasurer 1,000 1,000 1,000
114 Trustee of Trust Funds 500
120 Full Time 52,980 51,215 57,250
121 Town Manager 36,000 36,038 40,000
130 Part Time 800 4,332 800
131 Health Officer 1.000 990 1,000
151 Social Security 7,658 8,657 9,106
152 Retirement 5,163 5,053 3,915
153 Health Insurance 12,028 10.985 14,219
154 Workers Caiipensation 3.142 363 289
155 Disability Insurance 1.424 1.041 1.460
430 Unenplovment 620 808 735
TOTAL 132.015 130.681 140.474
02 General Expenses
160 Training 4,800 3.989 4.800
181 Selectmen's Expense 1,200 1,200 1.200
182 Clerk's Expense 10,000 9,749 10,500
183 Manager's Expense 1,950 1,950 1,950




330 Telephone 4,400 3,838 4,100
410 Town Insurance 50,000 46,339 48,000
510 Town Dues 7,300 8,648 7,475
610 Professional Services 750 3,390 1,250
611 Audit 8,200 8,710 8.300
612 Attorney 6,000 8,815 12,125
615 Assessing 8,050 9,561 9.750
630 Printing & Publishing 6.000 6.597 6.900
732 Equipment Rental 6.500 7.628 6.040
733 Equipment Purchase 1.500 3.097 1.500
810 Miscellaneous 1.000 664 1.000
812 Holiday-Special Events 3.000 2,282 6.000









02 General Expense (cont'd)
TOTAL 138,150 137,635 146,290
03 Elections
110 Salaries Moderator/S.C. 1,150 1,050 1,050
130 Part Time 1,400 1,630 800
151 Social Security 192 141 135
154 Workers Conpensation 45 8 6
630 Printing & Publishing 700 1,064 600
810 Miscellaneous 52
TOTAL 3,487 3,945 '2,951
05 Tcwn Building
220 Operating Supplies 1,800 2,225 1,800
310 Water 300 550 450
320 Electric 10,800 11,867 12,500
330 Pay Telephone 325 328 325
340 Heating Fuel 11,000 7,723 10,000
711 Building Maintenance 20,800 19,595 13,500
TOTAL 45,025 42,288 38,575
07 Planning & Zcoiing
120 Full Time Salaries 21,985 21,799 23,629
130 Part Time Salaries 5,814 6,562 8,208
151 Social Security 2,087 2,171 2,391
152 Retironent 650 626 614
143 Health Insurance 2,807 2,894 3,545
154 Workers Conpensation 1,813 1,637 1,172
155 Disability Insurance 330 327 355
160 Training 1,000 1,3 03 1,500
180 Expense Allowance 1,000 1,000 1,000
184 Office Expenses 1,200 2,059 1,888
240 Postage 1,250 1,649 1,800
330 Telephone 700 1,696 1,600
430 Unanployment Insurance 248 197 296
540 Conservation Caiiuission 500 500 800
610 Professional Services 1,295 837 4,150
6i2 Legal 5,000 6,319 5,000









07 Planninq & Zoning ( ccHit'd)
TOTAL 50,179 53,547 59,873
14 Parking Meters
120 Full Time Salaries 14,261 4,872 16,016
151 Social Security 1,071 366 1,202
152 Retirement 420 129 416
153 Health Insurance 2,134 489 3,225
154 Workers Cotpensation 1,498 427 1,010
155 Disability Insurance 204 58 240
170 Uniforms 560 278 585
220 Operating Supplies 21,430 14,053
430 Unemployment Insurance 124 85 148
733 Equipnent Purchase 100 100
TOTAL 41,802 20,757 22,942
15 Police
120 Full Time Salaries 274,730 258,250 248,571
130 Part Time Salaries 12,000 10,822 12,913
151 Social Security 4,305 3,640 2,420
152. IRetirCTient 16,060 13,023 12,148
153 Health Insurance 26,736 28,829 31,112
154 Workers Corpensation 26,826 24,407 12,884
155 Disability Insurance 3,467 3,398 3,244
160 Training & Conferences 4,200 4,088 4,200
170 Uniforms 6,260 7,111 6,642
180 Chief's Expense 1,000 1,000 1,000
210 Office Supplies 2,400 2,770 2,700
220 Operating Supplies 2,400 2,615 2,700
230 Subscriptions & Books 1,000 1,167 1,000
240 Postage 600 782 725
330 Telephone 3,550 3,053 12,400
350 Gas & Oil 7,250 8,650 7,250
430 Unemployment Insurance 1,488 1,710 1,686
641 Ambulance 11,550 11,550 18,000
721 Vehicle Maintenance 3,500 3,620 3,800
723 Vehicle Purchase 13,800 13,520 14,500
731 Equipment Maintenance 1,000 1,014 1,050









733 Equipment Purchase 3,647 5,427 9.925
740 Animal Impoundment 2,000 1,450 2,500
810 Miscellaneous 700 1,404 750
811 Evidence 1,000 300 1,000
TOTAL 431,469 413,600 424,445
16 Fire Department
120 Full Time Salaries 128,457 127,850 139,282
130 Part Time Salaries 17,425 19,413 19,625
151 Social Security 2,148 2,420 3,040
152. 2Retirement 11,933 12,131 12,145
153 Health Insurance 12,028 12,365 18,184
154 Workers Conpensation 11,130 10,351 7,473
155 Disability Insurance 1,661 1,539 1,873
160 Training & Conferences ^ 8,700 8,383 7,567
170 Uniforms 2,277 2,490 2,000
180 Expense Allowance 1,500 1,500 1,500
220 Operating Supplies 200 467 1,350
230 Subscriptions & Books 500 621 500
240 Postage 200 32 100
310 Water 180
320 Electric 2,100
330 Telephone 2,258 1,814 5,094
340 Fuel Oil 4,500
350 Gas & Oil 2,000 1,459 1,800
430 Unemployment Insurance 744 830 888
510 Town Dues 2,500 2,882 3,400
610 Professional Services 9,325
711 Building Maintenance 500
721 Vehicle Maintenance 40,000 33,472 4,000
731 Equipment Maintenance 2,340 3,690 3,078
733 Equipment Purchase 5,856 12,904 5,728
810 Miscellaneous 200 345
TOTAL 254,057 256,958 255,232
24 Streets & Hi^hs«ays
120 Full Time Salaries 192,155 185,302 217,068
130 Part Time "salaries 4,000 5,481 4,200









24 Streets & Highways (cx>nt'd)
152 Retirement 5,670 4,972 5,642
153 Health Insurance 24,044 25,936 32,402
154 Workers Conpensation 25,571 22,439 17,140
155 Disability Insurance 2,760 2,556 3,180
173 Unifoims 816 716 816
220 Operating Supplies 28,300 29,030 29,800
221 Salt 19,65 19,483 23,322
222 Sand & Gravel 20,521 17,658 32,000
223 Asphalt 150,830 132,063 184,639
310 Water 255 255 250
320 Electric 1,750 1,946 2,500
321 Street Lights 47,000 39,509 42,000
330 Telephone 1,050 1,104 1,100
340 Fuel Oil 3,000 1,847 2.500
350 Gas & Oil 20,000 13,273 17.500
430 Unenployment Insurance 1,364 1,508 1.716
630 Professional Services 15,000 14,949 6.000
711 Building Maintenance 10,600 29,509 5.500
721 Vehicle Maintenance 30.000 23,378 30.000
723 Vehicle Purchase 65,000 43,950 69.100
733 Equipment Purchase 15,500 14,807 4.000
TOTAL 699,567 646,272 748.988
28 SidEMalks
120 Full Time Salaries 3,358 3,358 977
151 Social Security 252 252 74
152 Retirenent 100 99 25
154 Workers Conpensation 525 526 92
155 Disability Insurance 50 50 15
220 Operating Supplies 15,298 11,929 9,500
311 Hydrants 10,050 10,513 11.100
731 Equipment Maintenance 5,000 4,267 1,200
TOTAL 34,633 30,994 22.983
31 Solid Waste
120 Full Time Salaries 24,532 21,581 31,866









31 Solid Waste (cont'd)
151 Social Security 2,718 2,337 2.750
152 Retiranent 724 647 828
153 Health Insurance 1,073 1,106 1,338
154 Workers Compensation 5,313 4.302 3.224
155 Disability Insurance 357 354 478
220 Operating Supplies 1,000 725 1.000
320 Electric 300 206 300
350 Gas & Oil 3,000 2,520 2.750
430 Unanployment Insurance 330 200 ' 248
610 Professional Services 1,200 1.200
731 Equipment Maintenance 7,000 7,729 10,000
732 Equipment Rental 9,500 13.797 11.000
810 Miscellaneous 300 103 300
TOTAL 69,009 64,954 72,032
33 Septic Systems
120 Full Time Salaries 1,030 1,030 1.100
151 Social Security 77 77 83
152 Retiranent 30 30 29
154 Workers Compensation 161 161 104
155 Disability Insurance 15 15 17
220 Operating Supplies 6,000 7.674 4.500
732 Equiptient Rental 8.925 10.677 9,925
TOTAL 16.238 19.664 15.758
34 Treatment Plant
120 Full Time Salaries 2.706 2.707 3.565
151 Social Security 203 203 268



































120 Full Time Salaries 6,814 6,556 7,126
151 Social Security 512 501 536
152 Retironent 201 193 185
153 Health Insurance 854 880 1,170
154 Workers Ccmpensation 27 22 17
155 Disability Insurance 98 109 107
160 Training 500 301 500
430 Workers Ccmpensation 50 49 59
533 Hone Health 11,338 11,338 12,245
534 Senior Wheels 5,655 5,655 6,220
535 White Mountain Mental Health 6,500 6,500 6,943
810 Miscellaneous 1,000 2,000
831 Food 3,000 1,939 3,000
833 Medical 1,500 545 1,500
834 Fuel/CAP 7,000 2,000 4,750
835 Electric 1,000 1,036- 1,500
836 Rent 8,000 5,515 8,000
837 Funeral 1,000 500 1,000
TOTAL 55,049 44,52.7 56,858
50 Parks
114 Canmissioners 1,200 1,200 1,200
120 Full Time Salaries 17,660 17,936 19,750
130 Part Time Salaries 44,458 39,985 49,593
151 Social Security 4,756 4,486 5,298
152 Retiranent 521 521 514
153 Health Insurance 2,807 2,894 3,545
154 Workers Ccmpensation 3,128 2,552 2,135
155 Disability Insurance 265 223 285
173 Uniforms 400
180 Expense Allowance 500 36

























330 Telephone 1,400 1,414 1,400
340 Heating Fuel 2,500 2,878 2,500
350 Fuel 600
430 Unenployment Insurance 371 296 1,136
610 Professional Services 300 3,607 3,000
710 Pool Operating Supply- 3,100
711 Parks/Ground Maintenance 455
720 Pool Equipment Maintenance 10,740
721 Equipment Maintenance 1,000
722 Parks and Grounds Maintenance 4,800
7,31 Park Equipment Maintenance 1,000 1,623 200
733 Equipment Purchase 1,250 3,188 6,333
734 Pool Equipment Purchase 3.300
810 Misce1 1aneous 1,000 672 1,000
830 Pool Maintenance 205
TOTAL 102,300 110,680 139,949
51 TiibTBTY
151 Social Security 4,728 4,920 5,140
152 Retirement 1,117 1,468 1,120
153 Health Insurance 6,786 5,897 6,211
154 Workers Compensation 235 215 250
155 Disability Insurance 750 770 790
430 Workers Compensation 885 589 700
510 Operating Subsidy 91,049 91,691 91,758
TOTAL 105,550 105,550 105,696
52 Cjemetery 17,200 17,200 18,500
53 (jcranunity Center 22,500 22,500 22,900











01 Town Officers Salary- 132,015 130,681 140,474
02 General Expense 138,150 137,635 146,290
03 Elections 3,487 3,945 2,951
05 Town Buildinq 45,025 42,288 38,575
07 Planning & Zoning 50,179 53,547 59,873
14 Parking Meters 41,802 20,757 22,942
15 Police 431,469 413,600 424,445
16 Fire 254,057 256,958 255,232
24 Streets & Highways 699,567 646,272 748,988
28 Sidewalks & Hydrants 34,633 30,994 22,983
31 Solid Waste 69,009 64,954 72,032
33 Septic Systentis 16,238 19,664 15,758
34 Treatment Plant 110,665 119,849 126,940
44 Welfare 55,049 44,527 56,858
50 Parks 102,300 110,680 139,949
51 Library 105,550 105,550 105,696
52 Cenaetery 17,200 17,200 18,500
53 Community Center 22,500 22,500 22,900
84 Contributions 3,600 3,600
















Budgeted Year End Budgeted





















01 Tcwn Officer's Salaries $ $
02 General Expenses 20,000 54,309 40,000
03 Elections 50 200 50
05 Tcwn Building 3,800
,
870 1,400
07 Planning & Zoning 10,000 16,035 15,000
14 Parking Meters 41,802 20,757 22,942
15 Police 12,000 11,549 12,000
16 Fire 400 31 100
24 Highways 5,000 10,948 10,000
28 Sidewalks
31 Solid Waste 2,000 5,034 3,500
33 Septic
34 Sewer Treatment 110,665 119,849 126,940
44 Vfelfare 500 811 500
50 Parks 20,000 28,379 33,400
lUIAL $226,217 $268,772 $265,832
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
There are many individuals the Board of Selectmen would like to thank
for their contributions to a most successful year. The Park Cotimissioners
worked tirelessly to improve the park facilities and their cooperation
and effectiveness is very much appreciated by the Board of Selectmen,
This spirit of cooperation was shared by other groups as well. The
Town participated in Chamber of Canmerce projects, the snowmobile
ride in, band concerts, and many other events in 1988. All of the
groups working to make Littleton a more enjoyable town in which to
live deserve the support and appreciation of the entire connmunity.
The Selectmen dealt with several key issues during the past year,
and we are pleased with the solid record of progress that resulted
from those efforts. The treatment plant construction project was
finally resolved in 1988. The Board is convinced that the Meadow
Street plant is the best available option to the connmunity and is
pleased that 90 percent of the voters agreed with this position.
Cable TV, flood insurance, ordinance adoption, dispatch reorganization,
fire station construction, and highway garage renovations were just
scxtie of the major initiatives made during the year.
One issue which received a considerable amount of the Selectmen's
time this past year was solid waste disposal. After much study,
the Board agrees with the solid waste district that developing the
back side of Mount Eustis as a regional solid waste facility for
Littleton and its neighboring cotimunities is a sound and econonical
solution to the growing problem of solid waste disposal. To that
end, an article appears on this year's warrant so that the voters
will have the chance to determine the outcome of this important issue.
The, Board of Selectmen would like to give special thanks to, Ton Landry
for his years of service and his many hours spent working at a most
difficult task. We wish Ton and Sally the very best of luck in their
future endeavors. They will be greatly missed.
It is with gratitude and pleasure that I conclude this report by
thanking two people who have worked for the town for many years.
1988 marked the last full year of town service for Town Clerk, Thelma
Santy and Police Sergeant, Fred Gilbert. The Board of Selectmen
recognizes their conmittment to the Town, and wishes Fred and Thelma
a happy, healthy retiranent.
It is this type of dedication, exhibited by so many of our anployees
and volunteers, which has made it such a privilege to have represented
the Town and the other Selectmen as your Chairman in 1988.
Sincerely,
David E. Harris
Chairman, Board of Selectmen
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TOWN OF LITTLETON yown offices
1 Union Street
New Hampshire jel. (603) 444-3996
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TOWN MANAGER'S REPORT
1988 was a year of continued progress. The past twelve mont±is saw
still more volunteer firefighters beccme state certified. The ccxtitiittment
made by those firefighters is a tremendous service to the community,
and is worthy of everyone's appreciation. The construction of the
new fire station should make IJrieir job easier in 1989. A town ordinance
package was adopted by the Board of Selectmen after a two year review.
Having local laws clearly identified and available to all is essential.
The road improvanent program, town hall renovations, and the sale
of Town owned land all progressed in 1988. A cable television contract
was signed after a year of negotiations. After listening to public
concerns the Board approved a contract which provides more stations
for less money. I wish I could say tJiat about all of the issues we
deal with.
After three years of study, the regional solid waste district has
identified town owned land on Mt. Eustis as a good site for a regional
landfill. An article to raise funding to permit the site will be
before you at this town meeting. Another issue receiving considerable
study in 1988 was police and fire dispatch services. After considerable
debate, tJie Board accepted a proposal to contract with Grafton County
to provide dispatch services for our police and fire departments.
County provision of services will improve the quality of dispatch
available to the public and pi±»lic safety personnel who must rely
upon it in trying times.
1988 will forever be remembered as tiie year of the great sewer debate.
Thankfully the year, and hopefully this debate, have both ended.
The treatment plant was not the only sewer issue faced during the
year, as sewer connection fees were adopted to insulate present tax-
payers frcm increased costs associated wit± growth. This should prove
a long term benefit to the ccarmunity.
An updated emergency management plan, a revised flood insurance program,
and revived band concerts all surfaced during the year. The Conservation
Commission emerged as a strong addition to the land use planning
efforts of the ccxtmunity. As always, I thank them and all of tlie
volunteer board members who serve this Town so well. Finally, recognition
is given tx) Sgt. Fred Gilbert who retired after 28 years of service,
and to 1±ie other town atiployees who endeavored so dutifully throughout






The members of the Littleton Police Department feel that it is
only fitting to dedicate our annual report to Sergeant Fred Gilbert.
As you may know. Sergeant Gilbert retired in January after twenty
eight and a half years of dedicated service to our ccmmunity.
Sergeant Gilbert was appointed as a special police officer in
June 1960 by former Police Chief Stanley Mclntyre. Because of his
excellent performance on the job as special officer and his special
ability to deal with the public. Chief Mclntyre hired him as a full
time officer. '
In early 1974 former Police Chief Don Nocky promoted him to
sergeant. During the following years Sergeant Gilbert served as
the area's only firearms instructor, certifying not only the officers
on this department, but thos^ of other conmunities as well.
Sergeant Gilbert will be remembered as one of the town's most
loyal, devoted, and faithful ertployee. We will all miss him and
we wish much happiness in the coming years to him and his wife. Dale.
SERVICE CALLS
We responded to 7,587 calls for service during the past twelve
months. They were as follows:
48 burglairy reports









531. .. ..vehicle assistance
1,552 .motor vehicle stops
2,773.. calls for citizens concerns or complaint
We also unlocked 182 vehicles for stranded motorists, and issued
86 licenses to carry concealed firearms.
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ACCIDENTS
The officers investigated 280 motor vehicle accidents during
1988. Unfortunately we recorded our first highway fatality in
nearly three years. In these accidents 49 people sustained personal
injuries
.
Of these 280 accidents, 96 were one vehicle accidents, 174 were
2 vehicle accidents, and 10 were 3 vehicle accidents. In these
accidents there were 247 inale drivers and 174 female drivers.
We have discovered that a majority of our accidents occur on
Wednesdays or Fridays between the hours of 2 EM and 6 PM. Eighty
six of our accidents took place on straight roads, 65 at inter-
sections, 42 on curved highways, 46 on grades, 23 on Interstate 93,
and 17 in driveways.
There were 7 bicycle accidents in vAiich 3 people were injured.
There were also 6 pedestrian accidents.
We urge everyone, drivers and passengers, to buckle up for
safety.
ARRESTS
The officers made 632 motor vehicle arrests and 330 criminal
arrests. We made 43 D.W.I, arrests, 12 Operating While Under
Revocation, 9 Reckless Operation, 5 Leaving Scene of Accident.
353 summonses were issued for Speed, 30 Operating Without a License,
4 Operating Under Suspension, 39 Unregistered Motor Vehicle,
47 Uninspected Motor Vehicle, 28 Failure to Stop for Stop Light,
8 Failure to Yield Right of Way, 7 Excessive Use of Power,
5 Improper Passing, 3 Failure to Yield to Pedestrian, 2 Passing
School Bus, 3 Misuse of Plates, 4 Yellow Line Violations,
1 Obscured Windows, 3 Failure to Yield to Eniergency Vehicles,
7 Following too Closely, 1 Operating Without Eye Protection,
2 Iirproper Backing, 3 Operating One Way Street, 1 Passing on Right,
1 Operating with Defective Equipment, 2 Operating OHRV on Highway,
2 Overload Vehicles, 1 Forged Inspection Sticker, 1 Fuel Users Permit.
Our misdemeanor level offenses, vdiich were handled through the
littleton District Court are as follows:
40 Simple Assaults, 52 Contenpt of Court, 35 Unlawful Possession of
Alcohol, 15 Resisting Arrest or Detention, 16 Criminal Trespass,
13 Criminal Mischief, 12 Shoplifting, 12 Issuing Bad Checks,
13 Possession of a Controlled Substance, 10 Criminal Threatening,
10 Interference with Custody, 6 Giving Beer to Minors, 5 Open
Container Violations, 3 Prohibited Acts, 2 Unlawful Activities,
3 Disobeying an Officer, 6 Allowing a Dog to Run at Large,
1 Failure to License Dog, 1 Failure to Canply with Dog Abatement,
1 Harassment, 5 Sexual Assaults, 1 Conspiracy to Conmit Burglary,
10 Thefts, 2 Motor Vehicle Thefts, 5 Theft of Services and 4 False
Reports to Police Officer. Special Officer Linda Dunn handled an
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additional 23 domestic violence petitions for us during the past
year.
The following felony arrests are presently being handled in
the Grafton County Superior Court:
1 First Degree Assault, 6 Second Degree Assaults, 1 Fugitive frcm
Justice, 5 Bad Checks (over $500) , 2 Possession of Narcotics (cocaine)
,
1 Possession of Marijuana, 1 Theft ($15,000), 15 Burglaries,
2 Aggravated Felonious Sexual Assaults, 1 Conspiracy to Ccatimit
Burglary and 1 Forgery.
JUVENILE
The Littleton Police Department investigated 214 juvenile cases
this past year. One hundred sixty-two of these cases required court
intervention. The breakdown of these cases are as follows:
14 Burglaries, 3 Second Degree Assaults, 4 Interference with Ctistody,
2 Receiving Stolen Property, 2 Motor Vehicle Thefts, 4 Forged Checks,
17 Thefts, 5 Siirple Assaults, 9 Criminal Mischiefs, 2 Fire Bcxnbs,
1 Fraudulent Use of a Credit Card, 1 Hindering i^prehension,
2 Possession of Drugs, 5 Resisting Arrest, 2 Shoplifting,
4 Receiving Stolen Property, 20 Contenpt of Court, 36 Children in
Need of Services, 16 Abstaining frcm Parental Control, 4 Runaway,
5 Truancy, 2 Possession of Alcohol (under the age of 15)
,
2 Operating a Motor Vehicle (under the age of 16)
.
There were an additional 70 reports of runaways with a majority
being from our group heme. Most of these cases were referred to the
district court having jurisdiction over these youth.
We continued to have our School Safety Patrol. Our sixth
graders have been doing a fine job and deserve public recognition:
Jamie Dunn Melody Fenner Allison Culver
Paul Hopkins Tina Gillingham Tammy Edwards
Jennifer Blair Hattie Whitney Karyn Gwynn
Heather Clough Cindy Peltier Rene Scott
Terrill Champagne Alex Pancoast
Our drug prevention program entitled "JUST SAY NO" for elementary
school children kindergarden through sixth grades was a tremendous
success . This was the first time that we ' ve atterrpted such a program
dealing with all school children within our school district. We
wish to thank parents, teachers, school officials, and especially
our area businesses for their encouragement and support. The
Littleton Police Department would like to publicly thank the staff
at Simon's Market for their help. Our drug prevention slogan for
1989 will be "DO SPORTS NOT DRUGS".
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TRAINING
Beginning January 1, 1989, each full time and part time police
officer must be provided with at least 48 hours of in-service in
subjects other than the required yearly certification in firearms,
intoximeter, CPR, and first aid. This is not a problem for our
department since each officer attends at least one training seminar
each year.
Officers Susan Bourque and Todd Landry graduated from the 84th
Police Training Acaden^. During their ten week training period they
studied the criminal justice system, basic law, motor vehicle law,
patrol procedure and concepts, criminal investigation, officer
survival and civil liability. I feel they will be an asset not
only to this department but also to the Town of Littleton. We
wish them well as they pursue their law enforcement careers.
Corporal Ralph Brooks attended a four day seminar on Juvenile
Justice in Hyannis, Massachusetts. He also attended a three day
seminar at St. Anselm's College on Arrest, Search and Seizure
followed by a training session on Drug and Alcohol Retention.
Officer Herbert Lloyd attended a seminar at Wesley University in
Connecticut on Managing Aggressive Behavior and Police Supervision.
Officer Michael Devine was recertified as a self defense instructor
through the N.H. Police Standards and Training Council and the
Connecticut Law Enforcement Institute. He also acted as an advisor
at the Police Cadet Acadeiny in Manchester. Officer Devine also
went to Wesleyan University to receive training on Police Super-
vision and Managing Aggressive Behavior. Officer Donald Marsh was
a guest of the U.S. Army at Lackland Air Force Base in San Antonio,
Texas. While there he attended seminars dealing with Elnployer
Support. Officer Mikel Dyne attended a seminar on Arrest, Etearch
and Seizure, at St. Anselm's College and will soon be finished his
studies towards his Srergency Medical Technician certification.
Thurita Grammo attended a day long program on Drug and Alcohol
Retention, while Special Officer Linda Dunn attended a seminar on
Danestic Violence. I was fortunate enough to receive training on
Budget Issues, Civil Liability and Issues for Police Chiefs.
It was also a great pleasure to be appointed by former Governor
John Sionunu to serve a term on the New Harnpshire Traffic Safety
CcOTTiission.
We all enjoy getting out into the community and sharing our
training with you. This past year we were asked to either instruct
or speak to the following organizations:
Future Homemaker's of America, SADD local chapter. Career Day
Littleton High School, Lakeway Elementary School, Bethlehem
Elementary School, Littleton Hospital, and the Littleton Public
Library.
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During the month of May we hosted our first open house to
cotimeitiorate National Law Enforcement week. We feel the event was
well received by the community and we hope to make this an annual
event.
In September the Littleton Police Department formed its first
ever Law Enforcement Explorer Post. The advisors for Explorer Post
649 are Officers David Miller and Michael Devine. At the present
time we have eleven students from area high schools enrolled in the
program. The explorer program is part of the Boy Scouts of America.
The purpose of exploring is to provide a program that will meet the
needs, desires and concerns of the next generation of citizens.
This is achieved by brirging young adults vol\jntarily into
association with adults. These adults are carefully selected and
trained. By the exanple of their character, citizenship traits,
knowledge and prcmotion of physical and mental fitness, they becanne
a, positive force in the lives of youth. Today's Explorers are the
Youth of America. Tonorrow they will be America's leaders.
We are looking forward to an exciting and busy year. This will
be due in part to the return Of the Easter Seal Ride In, the
anticipated return of Summerstreet, and the Hydroplane races,
which will now be a week long event. We always appreciate the
cooperation and support that we get frcm our ccmmunity. Our goal
for 1989 is to continue serving you in the best way we know how.
Please feel free to stop by or give us a call if you have any
questions or concerns.
Our motto for 1989 is TO PLEASE DRIVE AS THOUGH YOUR CHILDREN






The Highway capital improvanents this year were the repaying of Morrison
Hill Drive, Gilmanton Hill Road, Gary's Drive and Mann's Hill Road
(tiie front side) . We put a new box culvert on the Dell's Road and
lowered the sharp knoll on Mann's Hill Road. We shimmed and sealed
Girard's Road, Broomstick Road to Dr. McDades residence, and a small
section of Mt. Eustis.
We installed a new storm drain the length of Jackson Street.
Crane Street frcxn Cottage Street to Willow Street was upgraded to
24 feet wide with a 4 foot sidewalk installed.
The sidewalk on Chiswick Avenue was rebuilt and the sidewalk from
Pike Avenue to the Town Building was repaved.
The parking lot off Pleasant Street was repaved.
We rebuilt 22 catch basins around town and replaced 8 culverts on
our back roads.
We hauled over 10,000 yards of material to the landfill for cover.
We have done sane ditching and brush cutting on our roads.
Sincerely,
Henry Slferbume
Superintendent of Public Works
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LITTLETON FIRE DEPARTMENT
For the first time in a lot of years, you will not hear the Fire
Chief tell you we need new quarters. They have been built and for
this, the entire Fire Deparbnent would like to say thank you to the
townspeople.
Our training programs are still proceeding as planned with the
addition of 10 more certified people this year and the continuing
monthly training sessions. The Department also has trained hazardous
material responders paid for with funds allocated by Twin State Fire
Mutual Aid. The Mutaul Aid also has a HAZ-MAT response team and
a vehicle, again funded by dues fron each town.
In 1989 we plan to continue our training and do more specialized
training; i.e, leadership, investigation, fire groimd cotmand, etc.
We will also continue our inspection process. We have proven that
this effort reduces fires and increases the fire awareness in
the connunity. Our doors continue to ranain open at






REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1987 and Jione 1988, we experienced more fires than
normal. The three leading causes of forest fires were again children,
fires kindled without written permission of a Forest Fire Warden,
and debris burning. Allcauses are preventable, but only with your
help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with forest
fire prevention. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the responsibility
of State Forestry officials. Our state has excellent timber harvest
regulations; however, your assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state timber harvest
law may be violated, call your Forest Fire Warden, Concord Forest
Protection Headquarters at (603) 271-2217, or local Forest Ranger.
On January 1, 1989, the Deceptive Forestry Business Practices Law
(RSA 224:54) goes into effect. This law, in sunmary, states that
a person is guilty of a misdemeanor if, in the course of buying
or selling a forest product, he uses a false weight or measure for
falsely determining any quality or quantity of a forest product.
For more information, contact one of the persons mentioned above.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1988
Number Fires Statewide 498
Acres Buined Statewide 509
Cost of Suppression $78,144
District - 8 Number of Fires 17
Number of Acres 5
Town-Littleton 'Number of Fires 2
Number of Acres 2
Richard Belmore Steven LaDuke
Forest Ranger Forest Fire Warden
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LITTLETON PUBLIC LIBRARY
The highlight of 1988 was the installation of the new carpet in
December. With the rich oak wood, high ceilings and beautiful White
Mountain art from the Remich collection, the library is truly a
source of pride for all.
It is also a source of information and enjoyment for all ages.
Many people conment on the friendly atmosphere where silence is
a thing of the past,, and the main roonns are bustling with the sounds
of people greeting each other. However, there is a room upstairs
for those who need a quiet place to study. In it, we have an Apple
HE and a Digital Rainbow conputer—both available to the public.
In 1988, we continued with a second series of Canadian lectures
called, "The Canadian Mosaic". We received a surprise donation
fron the Canadian Consulate General in Boston. Wayne McEwingy Public
Affairs Officer, wrote, "Since your library has done so much to
make Canada better known in New Hampshire, we are sending you for
your collection a selection of sane of our best recent Canadian
publications. We hope you and your borrowers will find them of
interest."
The beautiful mini-park, created by the Rotary Cl\jib and landscaped
by the Garden Club was enhanced by the Saver's Bank. They donated
a bench in memory of Ray Carbonneau.
For the first time, we purchased video cassettes to circulate.
Our selections are primarily for children with some adult classics,
si±)h as "Casablanca" and "Citizen Kane"
.
The Summer Reading Program, under the supervision of Amy Grammo,
and the weekly Story Hours continued to be popular. When Ellen
Morrow took a brief leave of absence, Collette Haywood entertained
the children.
After working for the library for five years, Pam Daly left for
a job with a private company. We miss her cheerful efficiency,
but we are delighted with our newest staff member, Dominique Warner.
Doninique is a gifted wildlife artist who adds a touch of class
to our publicity posters. As a matter of fact, we have the most
elegant, "Please wipe your feet" sign in town. The rumors are totally
untrue that the librarian has her working on one that says "Please
ronove your shoes". Ellen, Jfean, Doninique and I would like to
thank our excellent library aide, Jessica Pancoast, and the three









































































This oil painting by Edward Hill was the basis for
the design of the 1988 New Hampshire stamp of the Old Man
of the Mountain. The original called, "Enthroned Above
the Clouds," was painted in 1880, and hangs in the reference
room at the Littleton Public Library.
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LITTLETON PARKS AND RECREATION
The year 1988 began witJi two new Conmissi oners and Chairman Jim
Fillion beginning just his second year. We attended workshops and
used a lot of guidance frcm the Parks and Recreation Department
for the State in Concord. Our office door is always open to anyone
who wishes to meet with the Catimissioners with problems or with
suggestions for the betterment of the Department.
Overall we feel the year was a very good one for the Department.
The master plan is finally a reality. We can now have long range planning
for Remick Park. One of the first steps was the forming of a playgroud
equipment replacement conmittee. They have done a fine job and
new playground equipment will be in place in 1989.
Once again the pool and summercamp programs increased in size.
The new filter system at the pool wasinstalled this year and has
proven to be easier to maintain and a money saver in materials used
and electricity used.
The regular maintenance and upkeep of the facilities and grounds
was at an all time high. The Parks have never looked better.
Park Superintendent, Brian Lineman, built a "zamboni" machine, making
the ice skating surface the best it has ever been.
We would like to thank all the students and adults of Littleton
who volunteered time, services and equipment to the Department this
past year. A very special thank you goes to Superintendent Brian
Linanan and his assistant, Dan Spalding, for continued dedication
and hard work as parks and recreation employees.
We thank you for all of your support in 1988 and will continue to






LITTLETON ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Littleton Zoning Board of Adjustment had a busy year in 1988.
The Board met 27 times during 1988, including two joint meetings
with the Planning Board.
Coordination efforts between the Planning Board and ZBA have been
much better this year than in previous years. Department Head meetings,
which include the chairmen of the Planning Board and Board of Adjustment
have also been held seyeral times during the year and increased this
coordination effort.
New application forms were developed in 1988 to provide Board mennbers
more information prior to public hearings. This system, we believe,
has improved the decision making process of the ZBA. 1988 was also
the year we added 3 new members to the Board.
During 1988 the Board handled 78 cased, 35 of which were variance
requests and 40 of which were special exceptions. This is a 33%
increase from 1987 in which there were 52 cases processed.
The overall goals for the year include the following:
1. Continue to improve the application process; and
2. Provide imput to the Planning Board for needed corrections




Littleton Zoning Board of Adjustment
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LITTLETON PLANNING BOARD
1988 saw the Planning Board working to increase citizen involvatient
in the planning process. With the acceptance of the Master Plan,
the Board chose three areas to try and work on to keep the Master
Plan up to date. These siob-canmittees consisted of Board members
and oatmunity matibers who have an interest in one of these areas.
The Land Use canmittee reviewed zoning issues for the year and recotinended
changes to the zoning ordinance which appear on this years ballot.
The School Iitipact canmittee is on going and is examining the ability
of our schools to handle increased growth (especially at Lakeway)
,
hew Planning Board activities impact on this growth, and ways in
which we might resolve overcrowding issues. The initial report of
this catmittee will be presented to the Selectmen and School Board
early in 1989.
The Parking canmittee met once and will continue in 1989 to look
at the parking and traffic circulation issues in the Main Street
area. This is perhaps one of the most critical issues to resolve
before looking at further development of the downtown business district.
The following are a few highlights of this past year:
1. Subdivision and Site Plan Review Summary:
a. Site Plans: 29 approvals
b. Subdivisions: 21 approvals involving 581.3 acres and
95 new lots
c. Mobile Hone Park Subdivisions: 2 approved
d. Minor Lot Line Adjustments: 10 approved
2. Better compliance on building permits and zoning enforcement
a. Building Permits issued: 198
-Single Family and Mobile Hones: 36
-Conmercial : 25
-Multi-Family: 5
3. Developed new Planning Board application forms
4. Instituted better coordination with the Zoning Board of
Adjustment and Littleton Conservation Conmission
The Planning Board also established several goals for the 1989 year.
These include:
1. Continue the work of Special School Impact coitmittee and
its coordination with the Planning Board;
2. Refocus the thrust of the Special Parking canmittee to address
parking and traffic in the downtown area;




4. Re-evaluate the existing ccxnmercial zoning district lines;
5. Update the Master Pain by developing a housing analysis
for the Town of Littleton;
6. Modify the site plan regulations to deal more effectively
with landscaping requirements and when site plans should
be submitted;
7. Revise the Littleton subdivision regulations in terms of
road standards and specifications for subdivision approval;
8
.
Continue working on developing a better tracking syston
to estimate growth through a map and lot system; and
9. Continue to work toward implanenting the Master Plan
As the outgoing chairperson of this board, I would like to 'thank
everyone who has been involved in the planning process this
year, and urge all of you to participate in sane way. Volunteer
and make your voice heard, either as a member of the Board or
as a member of a sub-committee. Littleton is only as good as







Your town Conservation Ccanmission was established in 1965. It is
an official conmittee of local citizens serving on a volunteer basis;
organized to study, pronote, develop and better use the natural
resources of your conmunity. A conservation ccumission provides
a focal point within municipal government for environmental concerns.
It also can acquire, manage and develop natural resources such as
recreation areas, parks, marshes and access to water frontage.
Several state statutes give conservation conmissions additional
powers. Areas such as designation and management of town forest,
filling and dredging of town wetlands and sand and gravel excavations
increase the scope and influence of a caratiission's activities.
1988 COMMISSION ACTIVITIES
The Conservation Comiission, working with the assistance of the
Grafton County Forester, conpleted the logging operation at the
Dell's Park. With the help of the Littleton Town Crew, Littleton
Boy Scout Troop 209 and the summer youth group, the clean-up of
the wood cutting project was conpleted.
Other projects at the Dell's include: adding eight new picnic tables,
constructing three new fireplaces and repairing several of the original
ones. Also, six new trash barrels have been added and new entrance
signs are under construction.
A state funded summer work program at the Dell's, directed by Littleton
teachers Michael Didio and Kevin Coffee, was successful in providing
manual labor to complete a number of the above projects at no cost
to the town.
The Conservation Ccmnission sponsored two Littleton students providing
than the opportunity to attend a one week NH Youth Conseirvation
Camp. The cotmission has supported this program for the past several
years
.
In September the Board of Selectmen turned over to the Conservation
Cotimission, the managanent of a portion of town owned land on Pine
Hill. The county forester has been contacted to assist in the forest
management of this parcel of land.
Working with the Littleton Planning Board and the planning officer,
the Conservation Cotmission addressed a total of 43 wetland projects
of which 17 on-site inspections were made throughout various sections
of the township.
The Conservation Comission appreciates and thanks the town people





LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
1988
The year 1988 was an
lot of things happene
Ingerson retired, so
men who gave alot of
they will be missed,
discovered at a place
Reservoir. A new rec
set in December, 8 pe
peak in 1987. Below
the more significant
eventful year for the Department, a
d. Outside Superintendent Burt
did Working Foreman Wayne Hartlen, two
themselves to the Town of Littleton;
A new water supply for the Town was
called Lean-To Island on Moore
ord demand for electrical energy was
rcent more than the highest monthly
is a chronological listing of some of
events of the year:
January
27th: Gary Smith, D.L. Maher Co., successfully
completed the drilling of a water well on
Lean-To Island. After pump tests were
accomplished, Mr. Smith said "Once developed,




2nd: Department hosted a Public Information
Meeting at the Town Hall. A panel addressed
water related issues, from water meters and
backflow preventers to water wells, with over
100 interested towns people.
19th: First Electric Hot Water Heater Blanket
installed at Department Controller Steve
Griffin's house, Phase I of New England Power
Services energy conservation program. Over
600 were installed.
29th: Commissioners signed an Agreement with LIDC
to upgrade electrical lines in the industrial




14th: New England Power Service begins Phase II of
a load management /energy conservation program,
25th: MBS, Inc. installs the first Rockwell water
meter at Selectman Joe Wiggett's home, the
launching of the program to install meters at
every delivery point in Town,
28th: Commissioners adopt new water division rules
and regulations.
18th: WESTON is engaged to perform an engineering
analysis of new water supply alternatives.
Water wells or water treatment plant?
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22nd: Superintendent and Controller attend a New
England Public Power Association board
meeting, the Department's first involvement
with the association since becoming a member,
May
1st: Department implements a new electrical rate
structure designed by LaCapra Associates.
June
8th: New system grounding bank energized at 34500
volts.
13th: Richard Herrington joins the Department as a
new lineman.
16th: Butson's supermarket becomes first customer
on the new high voltage distribution system.
20th: Hitchiner Manufacturing Company commits to a
program for upgrade of their electrical
system to 34500 volts.
20th: Paul Bresnahan joins the Department as a new
lineman.
22nd: Department is inspected by the Environmental
Protection Agency for PCB program compliance.
24th: Controller Griffin presents a finalized grant
application package to William Konrad, FmHA,
a request of $50,000.00 for industrial utility
service upgrade.
July
26th: Beginning of HEAT WAVE. Lafayette substation





Lafayette substation upgraded to 7500KVA
capacity by Department crews.
Tracie MacKay joins the Department as a
Customer Services clerk.
September





David Champagne joins the Department as
Foreman, New England Power Company's loss,
the Department's gain.
New Willow Street 8" waterline completed by
Clinton Clough Construction Inc.
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30th: Hitchiner Manufacturing Company's new
electrical system energized at 34500 volts.
November
7th: Commissioners approve Resolution to cause the
removal of all lead water service pipes in
Town.
7th: Monthly Safety Meetings established, to be
attended by all Department sections on the
first Monday of every month.
7th New Water Division Policy proposal completed
for Commissioner review and comment.
10th: Controller Griffin hosts a New England Power
Service seminar at the Eastgate Motel.
Seventeen Littleton large power user companies
attended.
30th: Department placed under Federal Order to
license the Apthorp hydroelectric project.
December
4th: New Burch lane 8" waterline completed by
Roger Strain.
14th: New England Electric Wire Company's electrical
system energized at 34,500 volts.
16th: Commissioners approve a Departmental
reorganizational and benefits plan.
30th: MBS, Inc. completes the installation of the
1168th meter, the job to be completed in 1989.
The year 1989 may well be even more eventful. We expect
that the demand for electricity and water will continue to
increase at a rapid rate. Department crews and contractors
will be busy constructing new power and water lines. They
will also be upgrading existing water and electric
facilities, old systems much in need of repair and
maintenance. You will see some streets closed for
waterline replacements. There will be scheduled outages to
permit major maintenance and upgrade of electrical
substation fusing, curcuitry, and switch gear.
Your continued support is necessary. Your input is
appreciated. These next few years v/ill require the
expenditure of a great deal of money to upgrade the old
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We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Littleton
Water and Light Department as of December 31, 1988, and the related
statements of income, retained earnings, and cash flows for the year
then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
Littleton Water and Light Department as of December 31, 1988, and
the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then
ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Very truly yours,
/^t^>?^,;^^^^>.W C/"^




LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS




Cash $ 394,195 $ 285,452
Federal Grant Receivable (Note 3) 50,000
Accounts Receivable 387,517 328,587
Inventory - Materials and Supplies
(Note 1) 274,137 115,778
Prepaid Insurance 44 9.205
Total Current Assets $1 . 105.893 $ • 740.022
RESTRICTED ASSETS
Cash (Note 4) $ 350.484 $ 246.757
PROPERTY. PLANT AND EQUIPMENT - (Note 1)
Land and Structures $1,135,843 $1,016,026
Equipment 4.494.728 3,928.879
$5,630,571 $4,944,905
Less - Accumulated Depreciation 1 .728.564 1 .586.813
$3.902.007 $3.358.092
Total Assets $5,358,384 $4,344,871
-2-
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LIABILITIES AND RETAINED EARNINGS
1988 1987
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable $ 334,985 $ 270,354
Accrued Expenses
Current Portion of Long Term Debt
Total Current Liabilities
OTHER LIABILITIES














^ 210..794 l_ 118,,379
M..769.,589 il,948,,087
The accompanying notes to the financial statements are an integral
part of this statement.
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LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND RETAINED EARNINGS












General and Miscellaneous Expense 124,120
Chargeable Overhead < 46.732>
Total Expenses > $3.333.811
NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR $ 821,502
RETAINED EARNINGS - Beginning of Year 3.948.087
RETAINED EARNINGS - End of Year $4,769,589
The accompanying notes to the financial statements are an integral




LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31. 1988
INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash Received from Customers $3,778,196
Cash Paid to Suppliers and Employees <3,256,376>
Interest Received 45,980
Miscellaneous Income Received 219.207
Net Cash Provided by Operating
Activities $ 790,007
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Capital Expenditures
Additions to Restricted Assets
Proceeds from Customer Deposits






CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds From Long-Term Borrowing




NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS $ 108,743
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENT^ AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 285.452
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR $ 394,195
The accompanying notes to the financial statements are an integral
part of this statement.
-4-
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LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1988
1) Accounting Policies - The financial statements reflect the
application of the following accounting policies:
(A) Inventories are valued at cost on the first-in, first-
out basis.
(B) The Company provides for depreciation on the straight-
line method. The rates used are derived from the




Transmission & Distribution Poles, Wires, etc. 28-1/2
Flowage Rights, Dams, and Waterways 100




Meters ^ 28-1/2 / 33-1/3
Street Lighting Equipment 28-1/2
Water Storage Reservoirs 100
Purification Equipment 10




Gale River - Source of Supply 100
Pump Station - Mt. Eustis 100
Area Lights . 28-1/2
Office Equipment 20
Miscellaneous General Equipment 10
Shop Equipment 25
General Tools and Implements 10
Stock Room Equipment 25
Pump Station Equipment 20
Communication Equipment 20
Distribution System Structures 50
Depreciation expense for the year was $146,037.
-5-
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LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS. Continued
2) Pension Plan - All eligible employees are covered under the
New Hampshire Retirement System. The Department's contribu-
tion to the plan was $9,699 for the year.
3) Federal Grant Receivable - The Littleton Water & Light
Department has received a Federal Grant, in the amount of
$50,000 for the purpose of upgrading utilities to the
industrial part. The funds were received in January 1989.
4) Restricted Assets - This account represents cash which is
restricted for the following reasons:
1988 1987
Capital Improvements and
Replacements $ 219,690 $ 128,378
Customer Deposits - Refundable 130.794 118.379
$ 350,484 $ 246,757
5) Long-Term Debt - The Long-Term Debt at December 31, 1988
consisted of the following:
An unsecured note payable to a bank, at an interest rate of
Boston prime divided by 1.5%, to be adjusted annually
on November 1. The annual adjustment will not exceed one (1%)
percent. The interest rate at December 31, 1988 is 6.666%.
The note is payable in five annual installments of
$20,000 plus interest beginning on November 1, 1939.
6) During the year 1988, major changes were made to the Chart of
Accounts of the Littleton Water and Light Department. Due to
changes in the allocation of various expenses, a Comparative




LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
RECONCILIATION OF NET INCOME TO NET CASH PROVIDED BY
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31. 1988
NET INCOME $ 821,502
Adjustments to Reconcile Net Income to
Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities
Depreciation $ 146,037
Changes in Assets and Liabilities
Increase in Federal Grant Receivable < 50,000>
Increase in Accounts Receivable < 58,930>
Increase in Inventory < 157,359>
Decrease in Prepaid Insurance 9,161
Increase in Accounts Payable 64,631
Increase in Accrued Expenses 14.965
Total Adjustments $< 31.495>





LITTLETON AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The year 1988 has been one of change and restructuring for the Littleton
Area Chamber of Commerce.
NASRA-sanctioned snowmobile races were held at Forest Lake
State Park in January 1988. For a first-time event, the response
was excellent.
The Trout Tournament in June was better than ever with 954
participants resulting in a sizeable profit for the Chamber.
The 19th Annual Sidewalk Art Show & Sale in September once
again brought a large number of talented artists to Littleton.
The good weather was a great improvement over that of recent
years.
A new event, the Poker Shoot-out, was held in October. The
turnout was good for such a unique event and is expected to be
exceptional in 1989.
The Third Annual Dance & Auction in early November was
another evening of fun for all who attended.
The Christmas Walk was very successful thanks to the generous
community support towards decorations for the town.
The Information Booth and Chamber office responded to over
10,000 visitor inquiries. In order to keep pace with the grow-
ing interest in the Littleton area, the Chamber's goal is to
provide coverage of the Information Booth on a full time basis
between May and October. To cover this expense, we are pre-
senting a warrant article for your approval.
The Community Profile & Business Directory was updated and
revised. This promotipnal brochure provides a convenient guide
to Chamber member businesses and organizations, in addition
to featuring information on our area.
The staffing of the Chamber office was restructured, resulting
in two positions of full time Executive Director and part time
Director of Development.
A special "thank you" to the Town of Littleton, the Littleton
Water & Light Department and the local media for their con-
tinued support of the Chamber. In addition, a- special "thank
you" is also extended to Littleton VFW Post 816 for their
generous contributions to the Chamber in 1988.
The Board of Directors contributed many hours of much appreciated
support and, as always, the members and volunteers deserve a hearty round





LITTLETON AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE













Transfer - Food & Lodging Division 1,350.00
Wreaths - 1987 180.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS 57,034.35
DISBURSEMENTS
Advertising ' $ 1,673.91
Annual Meeting 2,593.55
Art Show 6,047.38
Dance and Auction 1,520.70
Dues and Subscriptions 358.50
Executive Director Expense 34.00
General Insurance 859.00
Information Booth 67.78
Information Booth Wages 1,904.59
Medical Insurance 425.50
Meetings and Seminars 137.84
Miscellaneous Expense 1,680.56
Note Payable - Copier 1,161.60






Repairs and Maintenance 992.28
Staff Salaries - 22,523.31
Telephone ^ 1,827.46
Transfer - Food & Lodging Division 1,000.00
Transfer - Retail Division 60.00
Wreaths - 1987 1,788.30
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 56,171.20
TOTAL RECEIPTS OVER DISBURSEMENTS $ 863.15
* Beginning balance adjusted for 1988 membership dues which funded
1987 operations.
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LITTLETON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATICW REPORT
The Littleton Industrial Development Corporation is non-profit organ-
ization, established in 1974 through the efforts of the Littleton
Chainber of Catmerce, the Town Selectmen, and approximately 150 other
interested area citizens as an entity to own and develop the Littleton
Industrial Park and to accept the responsbility to lead the Town's
effort to attract new and desirable industrial anployers.
1988 was a very busy and successful year for the Littleton Industrial
Developnent Corporation. The Trapper Brown Building (20,000 square
feet) is ccmpleted and 75% occupied. Schwan's Sales Enterprises
has ccmpleted their 6,000 square foot building and is fully engaged
in their sales and service work. The Montgomery Conpany (related
to New England Electric Wire-Lisbon) has 80,000 square feet under
construction with objectives of completion of Phase I (56,000 square
feet) by April 1, 1989 and Phase II (24,000 square feet) by July
1, 1989. Harrison Publishing has conpleted a significant portion
of their site work and is expected to initiate work on their 15,000
square foot building in April, 1989. These new corporate neighbors
join Bumdy Corporation (120,000 square feet) and Kenitiartin Enterprises
(15,000 square feet), our two long standing occupants at the Industrial
Park.
Hitchiner Manufacturing announced the closing of their Plymouth facility
with relocation of equipment and systans to their Littleton facility.
Extensive renovations are underway and total Hitchiner employment
is expected to exceed 300.
Engineering proceeds on a steady basis for the reconstruction of
Route 302 fron Bridge Street to the Littleton Amory, the Bridge Street
bridge replaconent and a proposed access road into the Industrial
Park. Informational meetings have been held with the Selectmen and
a full public hearing is scheduled for early March, 1989. Construction,
hopefully, will begin in 1990.
The expected pressures for residential, conmercial and industrial
growth are here! We have a solid foundation for quality growth and
we must work together to gain full advantage for the benefit of all




Paul J. McGoldrick, President
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LITTLETON INDUSTRIAL DEVEIiOPMENT CORPORATION






Cash $ 3,115 $ 863
Land Deposit - Escrcfw 7,500
Land 211,852 234,416
Mortgage Receivable-Trapper Brown 41,250 55,000
TOTAL ASSETS $263,717 $290,279
LIABILITIES AND MEMBERSHIP EQUITY
LIABILITIES
Land Deposit ' $ 7,500 $
Mortgage Payable-Bank Consortium 40,100
Mortgage Payable- N.C.I.C. 42,000 177,000
Accrued Interest 20,027 16,063
Note Payable-Indian Head Bank North 3,800
TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 69,707 $236,963
MEMBERSHIP EQUITY
Monberships $ 50,254 $50,254
Fund Balance 143,756 3,062
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP EQUITY $194,010 $ 53,316
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND MEMBERSHIP EQUITY $263,717 $280,279
Indian Head Bank Demand Prime $ $ 3,800
N.C.I.C. 9/8/93 10% 42,000 42,000
N.C.I.C. Capitalized Interest 20,207 16,063
N.C.I.C. 2/17/94 6% 135,000
Bank Consortium 1994 Prime 40,100
TOTAL $ 62,207 $236,963
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LITTLETON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATICN
INCCWE AND EXPENSE FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30
1988 1987
INCOME
Interest Earned $ 2,564 $ 13
Land Sale 195,000 60,000










Littleton Water & Light - power line upgrade
TOTAL EXPENSES PAID
EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENSES
FUND BALANCE - Beginning of Period
FUND BALANCE - End of Period














WHITE MOUNTIAN MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES
1988 Director's Report
During this past year, our Agency has attempted to increase our
ability to serve the most impaired clients in our communities. We
have expanded many of our support services (respite services,
apartment supervision) and our vocational programs to those clients.
The intent has been to assist mentally ill and developmentally im-
paired clients to attain a more stable and normal existence in the
community. We feel that our efforts have been successful. We have
almost doubled our respite and apartment supervision service.
Furthermore, we have placed over 34 clients into independent jobs
through our Transitional Employment Program.
We were also successful in opening a Developmental Service program
in Pike to serve clients in the Woodsville, Warren, Pike and Piermont
areas. .^During our first year of operation, we were able to serve
nine (9) clients.
During this next year, we would like to target two new projects:
first, to open a small (six clients) home in Littleton for mentally
ill clients. We have already secured Federal support for this project
for the next five years. Secondly, we would like to expand our
respite service by establishing a respite house in our catchment
area. The second project is only in the beginning stages and may
extend over a two-year period of time to develop.
The following is a brief summary of our work during this past year:
Mental Health Services - We operate one full-time and three part-time
offices. The full-time office is located in Littleton at 16 Maple
Street. The part-time offices are located in Woodsville at Woodsville
Clinic, in Lincoln at the Lin-Wood Medical Center, and in Lancaster
at Weeks Memorial Hospital.
Last year, we saw 739 individuals.
. 129 children age 0-17
. 523 adults age 18-59
87 elderly age 60+
. 53% of our service was through individual or conjoint (couples)
therapy
. 27% of service was through group therapy
. 13% of service was through family therapy
7% of service was through physician service (psychiatrist)
We continue to offer an array of services including: emergency, drug
and alcohol, case management, inpatient, and partial hospitalization.
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Developmental Services
. Early Intervention - Home based service for 0-3 year old
children who are delayed in their development. Services include:
screening, assessment, treatment, and referral. Last year, we served
over forty-five families.
. Day Habilitation Program - Provides instruction to our most
severely impaired adult population. The program works in conjunction
with their residential programming as well as providing training
and instruction in self care skills, pre-vocational skills, paid
work, and other therapeutic services such as speech therapy and
physical therapy. This program has been primarily used by former
Laconia State School residents; however, we have had community clients
who have been referred by the local school systems. Last year, we
served ten (10) clients.
. Supported Employment - Provides training, instruction, and
work adjustment for vocational and job needs. Paid work opportunities
for the individuals can take place either in the community or in
the Workshop itself. The programs have been successful in meeting
their objectives and are popular with the individuals who have
participated. Last year, we served twenty-four (24) clients. Two
clients were successfully placed. Seventeen (17) are currently
employed, and five (5) have withdrawn from the program.
We are grateful for your past support of our programs and look for-
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lOlTH CX3UNTRY CXXJNCIL, INC.
ANNUAL REPORT
North Country Coioncil observed its sixteenth year of successful
operation in 1988. The Council, chartered under NH RSA 36:45,
provides non-profit local and regional planning assistance to menber
municipalities. The Board of Directors determined that last year's
work program would focus on community planning, econouic development,
solid waste, transportation and housing. The Council maintains
four standing coimittees which monitor local issues and determine
Council policy. Overall, the Council's major objective is to work
with North Country towns in solving local and regional problems.
In Littleton, the Council in conjionction with the Northern Comnunity
Investment Corporation received $350,000 in Comtunity Development
Block Grant funds to help underwrite the public facilities cost
for Whitccmb Woods, an affordable housing subdivision which will
make single family residences available to low- and moderate-incone
owners. Forty units will be constructed when this project is conpleted.
Also, the Council provided regular planning assistance to the Town
Planner, participated on the Littleton parking Ccntnittee and assisted
the Littleton Industrial Development Corporation secure grant funds
for upgrading the electricity substation serving the Industrial
Park. Staff assistance was provided to the Upper Grafton-Lancaster
Area Solid Waste District.
Ccmtiunity planning assistance continues to doninate "our staff resources.
New state mandates and rapid residential and cotimercial growth
throughout the region placed an increasing burden on local planning
and zoning boards in 1988. Regional workshops, technical bulletins
and newsletters, ordinance review and update, as well as review
of specific subdivision and site plan applications are a sampling
of the myriad services performed this year for our membership.
The Council also co-sponsored the popular Municipal Law Lecture
Series v^ich reviewed new case law and other specific areas of
legal interest to local officials.
In addition, grant writing and grant administration continue as
inportant conponents of the Council's work program. Currently,
NCC staff monbers are working in twelve towns administering fifteen
Carniunity Development Block Grant programs. These projects include
feasibility studies for local infrastructure needs, water and sewer
construction projects and targeted housing rehabilitation programs
for income eligible residents.
In summary, it is important to landerstand that the North Country
Council is organized and administered for the benefit of its
constituents, local tcwn governments. Our future success is, in
large part, contingent upon your participation in Coioncil activities.
We rely on and appreciate involvement of town officials and residents
and look forward to assisting your town this caning year.
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NORTH COUNTRY HCME HEALTH AGENCY, INC.
1988 REPORT OF SERVICES
The NortJi Country Hone Health Agency, Inc. is a not-for-profit cotimunity
service agency serving 21 area ccranunities . We are celebrating our
18th year of providing care in the North Country. The Agency's services
include intermittant Skilled Nursing Care, Clinics, Physical, Speech
and Occupational Therapy, Honemaker/Hcxne Health Aide and Parent-
Aide assistance. Town funding is used to help provide these services
to individuals and families who do not have insurance or who are
only able to afford to pay a portion of the cost of care. All who
receive care are asked to contribute towards the cost of that care,
if they are able.
In 1988 the Agency expanded programs to include Respite Care for
clients with Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders and Adult-In-Hone
Day Care. Both programs are funded by State/Federal money and client
fees
.
The North Country Heme Health Agency, Inc. is proud to continue the
tradition of providing quality hone care started by the Littleton
Conmunity Nurse Association 65 years ago. We value the support of
the cotimunity and ccxtimend each of you for your concern for those
in need of Heme Care.
The North Country Heme Health Agency provided a total of 10,175 visits
and 28,658 hours of Adult-In-Hcme Care in 1988. The following service
totals were provided in Littleton during 1988:
Number of Visits






Parent-Aide (Child Abuse Prevention) 340
Adult-In-Hcme Care (hours) 2350
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1988 REPOIT FOR THE CXMOSIITY HOUSE
The Connunity House has again set a record with over 60 organizations
using the facilities, many on a weekly basis. It was not unusual to
have at least 10 groups scheduled on any given day and are often booked
six days a week.
This year both buildings received a new coat of paint and carpets were
replaced on two porches.
Our thanks to Clinton Clough for straightening the post at the Main Street
comer of the lot.
Officers and Directors for 1988 were:
President: Everett Poore
V. President: Raymond Hopkins
Secretary: Frances Heald
Treasurer: Barbara Hill
Gilbert Pike Bruce Hadlock
Winston Merrill Frances Lytle
Nancy Marro Robert Bcwker
Carroll Canpbell Naoni Tefft





1988 was a year of changes for Littleton Hospital. The
hospital's Board of Trustees hired a new administrator, chief
financial officer, and director of nursing.
Three new physicians have joined the medical community: Dr. Emil
Pollak, a cardiologist. Dr. Lon Howard, an orthopedic surgeon and Dr.
John Spicer, a family practitioner with offices in Lisbon and Little-
ton.
Along with the rest of the nation, Littleton faced the reality of
shortages in nursing personnel. In addressing this problem, higher
wages, flexible hours and creative staffing patterns were implemented.
Retaining and recruiting qualified nurses is an important priority.
The Chemical Dependency Unit has served 43 inpatients and 47
outpatient consults over the past year, offering detoxification,
counseling and support for individuals with alcohol and/or drug
addiction.
A major renovation to the hospital is planned for the coming
year in order to accommodate the increased use of our emergency
room and outpatient services. Dr. Campbell McLaren was named the
new Medical Director of the Emergency Department in 1988. Two of
his major interests are effective handling of the trauma patient and
pre-hospital intervention education such as EMT training, basic life
support rescue and CPR.
The Radiology Department has increased the number of CT scan
procedures by 28%, now that an in-house CT scanner is available
24 hours/every day. This has greatly improved the level of care we
can provide to outpatients and emergencies who no longer have to be
sent to Hanover for their CT scans. Inpatients also do not have to
wait for the day when the mobile unit would come to town. Littleton
Hospital has been able to help other area hospitals meet the CT
scanning needs for their own patients. A new mammography unit was
also purchased which offers reduced radiation exposure and increased
diagnostic capabilities to detect breast cancer.
The Tumor Clinic offers a wide range of chemotherapy treatments
to area cancer patients. Support and education is also offered
to the patient and their families through the "I Can Cope" Program
held at Littleton Hospital each year.
The Physical Therapy Department is seeing a significant increase
in rehabilitation patients and participants in the hospital's
Cardiac Rehabilitation and Pain Management Programs. Their newest
program. Back Care, is available to area businesses for helping
employees to prevent back injuries on the job.
The Same Day Surgery Unit has handled 955 cases this past year.
The unit provides patients with convenient and affordable care, by
saving them the time and money of an overnight stay at the hospital.
In keeping with the goal of meeting the health care needs of the
North Country's residents and the challenges of the changing health
care environment, the hospital's Board of Trustees voted in December
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to renew their affiliation with Hospital Corporation of America (HCA)
for another three years.
The members of Littleton Hospital's Board of Trustees, medical
staff, employees, volunteers, auxiliary and area residents should be
proud of the high caliber of medical care which they have available
at this facility. We are all committed to the goal of striving to





LITTLETON AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
"It is very hard to write a history of the world," wrote one historian,
"but it is well worth doing". It is much less difficult to continue
the history of the Littleton area, and, of course, very much well
worth the doing.
We make no attempt to include every event of note during the year
1988 or every person involved. We focus on seme of the ways by which
Littletonians and other North Countrymen handle our environment,
and manage to cope with our needs and urgencies so that we may live
fairly comfortably.
First Vice President Marguerite Clark, with her usual efficiency,
organized a series of programs devoted to the Littleton area and
the people who populate it.
With newly-elected President Mort Fisch presiding, the Society and
others heard Littleton Town Manager Tom Landry talk on "Local Government
in New Hampshire"; Superintendent of Littleton Water and Light Depart-
ment James Thyng on "History of the Littleton Water Systen"; Roger
Peabody on the "50th Anniversary of the Cannon Mountain Tramway";
Assistant Curator Frances Heald on the "History of Remich Park";
local businessman Paul McGoldrick on the "Industrial Development
in Littleton, 1972-1988"; and the Society Historian Wilbur Willey
on "A Life that Mattered—My Mother".
The "Founders Day" program was held on July 13, a lovely warm day
with Society members and guests enjoying the delightful talk by Fran
Heald, their picnic foods, and drinks provided by the social cormiittee
at Remick Park.
For the October 12 meeting. Marguerite Clark continued the fine
tradition she founded by organizing a tour to "Old Sturbridge Village",
Sturbridge, Mass. All who attended were delighted with the transpor-
tation, museum, and dinner.
On Novenber 9, Wilbur Willey read parts of his new book, A Life That
Mattered—My Mother, to manbers and guests, a session that will long
be remembered. Those at the well attended meeting roared with laughter
as Wilbur recounted sane of his mother's eccentricities, grew silent
as he related her trials., nodded sympathetically as he told of her
triumphs. She was truly a pioneer woman.
A high point in the devotion of Society members took place in March.
Fran Heald alerted us to a sewer backing up in the Littleton Public
Library the afternoon and evening of March 8. A group including
Ruth and Lonny Colby, Ruth and Dan Nute, Shirley and Horace Burrington,
Win Merrill, Adele and Mort Fisch, supervised by Fran, moved all
the fragile and easily destructible exhibits from the Museum (Fran
even taking some to the safety of her heme, and prepared the roan
for the work of the plumbers. Ever the optimist, Fran saw the entire
operation as a" chance to clean and dust, and wash and iron the curtains,
v^ich Ruth Nute did to perfection.
Second Vice-President and Membership Chairman Eleanor Gardner and
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President Mort Fisch accepted the donation of the earliest ledgers
used by the Littleton Savings Bank in 1868. The bank's Vice-President
Gary Gardner graciously made the presentation.
It was a year, too, which saw enormous work performed by Curator
Linda McShane, despite family pressures, to make a viable presentation
of Museum materials. In this she was aided by Frances Heald, Betsy
Lanchester, and others.
Treasurer Ruth Nute managed our books and accounts so well that we
ended the year with a balance.
Recording Secretary Peg Colby faithfully transcribed the minutes
of each meeting and kept us informed of past developments and possible
future ones.
Corresponding Secretary Beatrice Doane was kept busy writing to legisla-
tures with a hope for new quarters for the Museum, to donors of contribu-
tions, and to town institutions. Bea also accepted pictures of an
earlier Littleton era fron MacDonald,s where they had been wall decorations.
Auditor Lawrence M. Colby checked all financial records.
Directors Winston Merrill, Lester Goad, and Horace Burrington used
their good offices to help maintain the high standards of the Society.
Two members of the Society achieved distinction: Dr. Richard Hill
(Ret.) was elected to the General Court, and George McAvoy published
his book on the hotels of the White Mountains "And Then There Was
One"
.
The Society welcones all interest persons to attend the meetings.
Membership in the Society ronains at Individual $3; Family, $5; Contrib-
uting, $10; and Sustaining, . $25.
We wish to thank the library staff for their cooperation and the
use of their facilities throughout the year, and also our thanks
to the Canmunity House staff for their hospitality.
Year 1989 may well see the Society in a new heme, worthy of it.
Littleton leaders feel we will be able to serve the town more capably
in the former quarters of the Fire Department. In that larger area ,
we will be able to display more of the artifacts and implements of
Littleton's past.
Whatever the future will bring, we look forward to a renodeled, enhanced,
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